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Morning. 
There is a struggle for some of us who study transnational organized crime & have long zeroed in on Semion
Mogilevich & his control over Donald Trump. 
It's not the typical struggle of "WHY" - dissecting 4 you the ins-&-outs of a mafia-owned, money-launderering
POTUS.../1

2/ It's the struggle of "WHEN?" 
When do we roll out the story behind Semion Mogilevich, 9/11, and Trump? 
And more importantly, "HOW?" 
How do we share this story without triggering... well, everything? A bunch of Russian bots. Bannon & Parscale's
crazies. And even all of you.

3/ This is hard. It's the hardest puzzle piece to roll out, at least 4 me. How do I find a "way in" to tell this story -
connect these dots, w/o triggering the world around me? 
Perhaps that idiot mobster, Trump, & his absurd reaction on 9/11 is the way... 

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-september-11-interview-tallest-building-manhattan-2017-9

Trump had an unusual reaction to 9/11 just hours after the attacks
Trump seemed to brag that with the World Trade Center gone, a building he owned
was now the tallest building in downtown Manhattan. However, a nearby building
was actually taller.

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-september-11-interview-tallest-building-man…

4/ These audio will probably be tweeted a lot today. Maybe even covered in MSM, as well. It has been before. And
the "take" is always the same: Donald gonna Donald.  
But since today is emotionally resonant 4 us - since our memories are ripened, I ask you to imagine something...

5/ Go to that moment. Especially if you knew someone at a location in that attack. 
Now, imagine making that call yourself, mere minutes after the towers fell. When the initial smoke was still
billowing. 
Imagine you're him - a man who claims he'd just lost "hundreds of friends."

6/ Does it make any sense? Please DON'T fall into the "mad king" narrative of the moment - of Trump being a
sociopath or demented, incapable of comprehending the world around him. Stay with me here. 
Imagine you did know someone in the towers/ pentagon. 
Who would you be calling?

7/ I know who I was. I was in a desperate search. I got lucky. Everyone was OK. 
But my phone was LIT UP. Calls in, calls out. Desperate searching. It took the whole day. 
Donald's phone was free. Free enough to call up a radio station & start spewing conspiracy...

8/ ...about bombs being on the planes. Now, why's he doing that? WTF? 
Forget about his bragging that TT was now the tallest building. That's his depravity. There is something even more
sinister going on. 
Why make that call? What's the point? 
I smell fear. 
Nervousness. 
A NEED.

9/ He's pushing out a narrative - injecting it right into the bloodstream of the media, mere minutes after those
towers fell.  
Why? 
Let's establish some known knowns. 
1. At that time, and after, Donald Trump was laundering Semion Mogilevich's money. Of this, there is no doubt.
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10/ 2. Semion Mogilevich was a known partner - supplier of arms & material - to Osama Bin Laden & Al-Qaeda.
Of this, there is no doubt. 
This fact is known & well-accepted. It is also the "Why" behind Felix Sater.  
To familiarize yourself, read: 
A) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-12/ex-trump-associate-sater-outlines-decades-of-spy-work-
for-u-s

11/ 2.B) I'm not a fan of this glamor piece by Buzzfeed, but read it through the lens of Sater as the son of
Mogilevich's underboss, Mikhail Sheferovsky (Unger's book is one of many references for that). 

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/felix-sater-trump-russia-undercover-us-spy

How A Player In The Trump-Russia Scandal Led A Double Life As An A…
Felix Sater has been cast as a Russian mafioso, a career criminal, and a key
business associate of President Donald Trump's — but he spent more than two
decades as an intelligence asset who helped th…

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/felix-sater-trump-russia-unde…

12/ So, here we have it. 
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Who knows how much Mogilevich shared/shares with his launderers & biz associates. But I have no doubt they
know what he's up to generally. And what he was into leading up to 9/11. 
 
Donald Trump was/is Semion Mogilevich's money-launderer...

13/ Mogilevich's crimes - the sources of his profits - are heinous: global rape trade & child/human trafficking, arms
trafficking to Al Qaeda - prior to and after 9/11, and yes - trafficking of NUCLEAR MATERIAL. 
This last one is key. Because it unlocks another part of 9/11...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dm0arA4U4AEgYIr.jpg

14/ The aftermath. 
There is something I call "The OVER-UNDER of Semion Mogilevich." 
It's the gamble we took - or rather, the Bush Admin took, on Semion's influence vs. his reach. 
And we got it wrong.

15/ Now, the above is all factual: Donald Trump laundered/launders Semion's money; Semion was/is in biz w/
Osama Bin Laden, Al Qaeda, & other terrorist groups/regimes; & Felix Sater was targeted & used by DOJ/FBI to
get info on 9/11 attacks b/c of his connections to Semion.

16/ (context note: for the "why" behind Sater's value as a source where Cosa Nostra - Italian crime families - is
concerned, see this thread

)
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4. In '90s, Semion sent men to U.S. (1st to Brighton Beach, then 
spread south 2 FL). RUS mob had hooks into La Cosa Nostra & 
their bizmen fronts. But it was Semion who rolled them & took 
over U.S. mafia operations. 
 
NOTE: Mafia needs bizmen to LAUNDER their dirty money.
2:21 PM - Dec 18, 2017
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17/ But from here on, this is THEORY. My theory: "The Over-Under of Semion Mogilevich." 
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It's rooted in the weirdness:"Axis of Evil." Remember when U first heard it?  
Did you have the same reaction I did, when North Korea was thrown in? 
I mean, I got Iran & Iraq - the neighbors...

18/ But North Korea - what was that about? Why was Bush throwing them in TOGETHER? 
Well, what if you were him - looking at intelligence that had Semion Mogilevich (the f*cker in biz with Bin
Laden) selling (or attempting to sell) nuclear material to those three regimes..?

19/ That would tie them together, no? At least, seemingly. 
You see, this - I believe - was the push back from some of our allies, who had their own intelligence on Semion.
And understood the difference between his reach and his influence. 
They are not the same.

20/ Yes. By 9/11, Mogilevich had built a vast network of organized crime. He had consolidated the bratvas. He'd
stolen LCN's laundromat. He was set 2 plug a transnational criminal enterprise in2 global markets. AND, he was
selling to those 3 regimes. That was/is his REACH. 
But...

21/ He didn't CONTROL those regimes. Outside of Russia & some of its former Soviet block, I don't believe he
had control over any state. Not directly. 
Thus, his INFLUENCE was no where near his reach. 
I believe this is what French intelligence was trying to tell us...

22/ That we collapsed those two things: Mogilevich's ability to reach terror regimes and sell to them, with his
actual influence over them.  
The collapse is understandable, if you're looking at that level of intel.  
If that's what happened, we got it wrong.

23/ We used an assumption to justify war in response to 9/11.  
Semion's reach - esp. at that time in history - is often under-estimated. It was vast. But that's not the same as his
influence. His influence was over-estimated. 
We took a gamble on it.  
And lost. 
That's my theory.

24/ So, what happens to us now - as a nation, as the ugly truth about our President's association with Mogilevich
continues to surface? 
What happens to us, when folks across the nation grasp who/what he is - and see the facts/ history of all of his
laundering -

25/ And listen again to that radio interview on 9/11 - on the day, mere minutes after the towers fell? 
I cannot even watch him today. He's so full of sh*t. He's so craven in his manipulation of emotions -

26/ of the pain & suffering that he & his corrupt money-laundering organization helped to enable. 
Damn him. 
Damn him to hell. 
This was hard to spell out. I'm sure I'll take a hit for it. But I cannot go another day, holding this back.  
Prayers for you and families on this day. 
LB



https://www.youtube.com/embed/eD9Sg7KfVm0
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